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The role of inducible NO synthase (iNOS) in allergic airway inflammation remains elusive. We tested the hypothesis that iNOS plays different roles during acute versus chronic airway inflammation. Acute and chronic mouse models of OVA-induced airway inflammation were used to conduct the study. We showed that iNOS deletion was associated with a reduction in eosinophilia, mucus hypersecretion, and IL-5 and IL-13 production upon the acute protocol. Such protection was completely abolished upon the chronic protocol. Interestingly, pulmonary fibrosis observed in wild-type mice under the chronic protocol was completely absent in iNOS−/− mice despite persistent IL-5 and IL-13 production, suggesting that these cytokines were insufficient for pulmonary fibrosis. Such protection was associated with reduced collagen synthesis and indirect but severe TGF-β modulation as confirmed using primary lung smooth muscle cells. Although activation of matrix metalloproteinase-2/-9 exhibited little change, the large tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-2 (TIMP-2) increase detected in wild-type mice was absent in the iNOS−/− counterparts. The regulatory effect of iNOS on TIMP-2 may be mediated by peroxynitrite, as the latter reversed TIMP-2 expression in iNOS−/− lung smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts, suggesting that the iNOS–TIMP-2 link may explain the protective effect of iNOS-knockout against pulmonary fibrosis. Analysis of lung sections from chronically OVA-exposed iNOS-knockout mice revealed evidence of residual but significant protein nitration, prevalent oxidative DNA damage, and poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 activation. Such tissue damage, inflammatory cell recruitment, and mucus hypersecretion may be associated with substantial arginase expression and activity. The results in this study exemplify the complexity of the role of iNOS in asthma and the preservation of its potential as a therapeutic target. *The Journal of Immunology, 2010, 185: 000–000.

Despite the alarming increased rate in prevalence and morbidity of asthma worldwide (1), the complexity of the chronic inflammatory disease of the airways remains serious hindrance to establishing a clear understanding of the disease. It is well accepted that the increased amount of NO in exhaled air in individuals with asthma reflects disease severity (2, 3). On one hand, NO is considered as a major beneficial player in airway function, as it controls vascular and bronchial tone and neuroendocrine regulation of airway mediator release (3). On the other hand, NO rapidly oxidizes sulfhydryl groups and mediates nitration and hydroxylation of aromatic compounds including tyrosine and guanosine (4) after combining with superoxide to form the highly reactive peroxynitrite (ONOO−). ONOO− not only participates in cell killing and tissue injury in airway inflammation (4, 5), but also influences the function and/or expression of many inflammatory factors (6). Three distinct forms of NO synthase (NOS) have been identified to produce NO using L-arginine as a substrate, which include neuronal NOS, endothelial NOS, and inducible NOS (iNOS). iNOS is rapidly induced upon exposure to a variety of inflammatory agents including allergens, oxidants, or cytokines (5, 7). It is important to note that arginases compete for L-arginine, which may influence the function of iNOS and the outcome of NO production (8). Similar to iNOS, exposure to allergens also induces expression of arginases (8). The role of arginases in asthma remains unsettled, as several studies reported that inhibition of these enzymes could exert either anti- or proinflammatory effects (9–12).

An increasing number of conflicting reports have described crucial and dispensable roles for iNOS in the pathogenesis of allergen-induced airway inflammation (comprehensively reviewed in Ref. 13). Although inhibition of NO-mediated production of NO appeared to be a viable therapeutic target to prevent manifestation of asthma symptoms upon exposure to allergens (14–16), such potential has been challenged by the observation that selective inhibition of iNOS does not affect airway inflammatory cell numbers or airway hyperresponsiveness after allergen challenge in subjects with asthma (17). However, the association between asthma protection and susceptibility with polymorphisms in the iNOS gene maintains the viability of the importance of this gene in the pathogenesis of the disease and ultimately its therapeutic
potential. Undoubtedly, additional studies are necessary to fully understand the complexities of the role(s) of iNOS and its byproducts during airway inflammation and associated pathologies.

Given the intricacies of the role of iNOS, we surmised that the function of the protein may be context dependent and may play different roles during acute versus chronic inflammation. Accordingly, in this study, we investigated the function of iNOS in airway inflammation and fibrosis and the influence of its inhibition by gene deletion on the different traits of such inflammation using an acute and a chronic protocol of allergen (OVA) exposure as well as a primary cell culture system with lung smooth muscle cells.

Materials and Methods

Animals, sensitization, and challenge protocols

C57BL/6j wild-type (WT) and iNOS−/− mice (B6.129P2-Nos2tm1Lmp/J) from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) were bred in a specific-pathogen free facility at Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center, New Orleans, LA, and allowed unlimited access to sterilized chow and water. Maintenance, experimental protocols, and procedures were all approved by the Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Six- to eight-week-old male mice were sensitized to 100 μg grade V chicken OVA (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) mixed with 2 mg aluminum hydroxide in saline by i.p. injection twice, once a week as previously described (18). Mice were then challenged with aerosolized 3% OVA for 30 min once for the acute protocol or twice a week for 6 wk or as indicated in the figure legends for the chronic protocol.

Organ recovery, tissue staining and quantitation, and Bioplex assay for cytokine measurement

Animals were sacrificed by CO2 asphyxiation, and lungs were fixed with formalin for histological analysis, subjected to bronchoaveolar lavage (BAL), or homogenized to prepare protein extracts. Formalin-fixed lungs were sectioned and subjected to H&E, periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) or trichrome staining using standard protocols, or to immunohistochemistry (IHC) with the appropriate Abs as described previously (19). Histological staining (collagen by trichrome or mucus by PAS) and immunoreactivity for 8-oxo-dG, nitrotyrosine, and poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) were assessed in images of stained sections captured with a high-resolution Nikon digital camera (DXM1200F, Nikon, Melville, NY) and analyzed using Image-Pro Plus software (version 6.0 for Windows, Silver Spring, MD). Briefly, images of representative areas were obtained using a ×40 objective under the same camera settings (exposure time and light intensity). The measurement parameters included density mean, area sum, and integrated OD.

The software system allows a computerized assessment of the density of the staining (special stain or immunoreactivity) as a sum of the values for intensity of all the pixels of a counted region in an analyzed area as well as the total area in an unbiased manner. Threshold range of the colors of positive staining (red for mucus, blue for collagen, or brown for immunoreactivity) was selected in such a way that both faint and strong signals were detected without a high level of background. Density of stain or immunoreactivity was then determined for all areas with a positive signal. The results were expressed as percent of values detected in tissue sections from control (unchallenged) mice.

Protein extracts were subjected to immunoblot analysis as described below.

BAL fluids were used for assessment of IL-5 and IL-13 using a Singleplex assay kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) as per instructions of the manufacturer and as described (18).

Zymography

Protein extracts were prepared by homogenizing lungs in lysis buffer (1:4 w/v) (20) (50 μg) and were immediately assayed for matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) activity with SDS-PAGE gelatin using commercial gels (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Cell culture, RT-PCR, and immunoblot analysis

Lung smooth muscle cells (LSMCs) were isolated using the explants method as described (21). Lung fibroblasts were isolated from naïve mice as described (22). Cells were then seeded on culture dishes and used for experiments at passage 4 to 5. Cells were treated with PMA (Sigma-Aldrich), TNF (Roche, Basel, Switzerland), IL-13 (Sigma-Aldrich), a combination of TNF and IL-13, LPS (Alexis, San Diego, CA), the NO donor 5-nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine (SNAP, Alexis), or ONOO− (Alexis) for the indicated time points, after which cells were collected for total RNA or protein isolation. Immunoblot analyses were conducted essentially as described (23). Nitrocellulose filters were then probed with Abs to iNOS (Millipore, Billerica, MA), arginase-1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), arginase-2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-2 (TIMP-2; Abcam, Cambridge, MA), or actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). RNA was extracted from LSMCs using standard methods, and cDNA was generated using reverse transcriptase III (Invitrogen). Oligonucleotide primers to specifically amplify a fragment of TGF-β1, type I collagen (Col-1), or β-actin were all purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). The resulting PCR products were subjected to agarose electrophoresis.

Arginase activity

Total lung extracts from the different experimental groups were tested for arginase activity by conversion of L-arginine to L-ornithine or to urea, as previously described (24).

Data analysis

All data are expressed as means ± SEM of values from at least six mice per group unless stated otherwise. Prism software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA) was used to analyze the differences between experimental groups by two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni posttests to compare replicate means by row.

Results

Differential roles for iNOS during allergen (OVA)-induced airway inflammation in mice: acute versus chronic inflammation

To further clarify the role of iNOS in the pathogenesis of airway inflammation, we conducted a comparative study on the effects of iNOS gene deletion upon a single exposure (the acute model) versus repeated exposures (the chronic model) to OVA. Fig. 1A shows that acute exposure of WT mice to aerosolized OVA promoted massive eosinophilia, a moderate increase in macrophages, and a slight increase in neutrophils compared with levels in unchallenged mice, which is consistent with our recently published work (25). The recruitment of these cells was significantly reduced in iNOS−/− mice subjected to similar acute OVA exposure (p < 0.01). In sharp contrast, iNOS gene deletion did not appear to block airway inflammation in response to repeated exposures to OVA when compared with WT mice (Fig. 1B). Fig. 1C depicts examples of such differences. These results suggest that iNOS may be a critical factor for the full manifestation of inflammation upon acute exposure to allergens and that its inhibition by gene deletion may be effective in partially blocking acute inflammation. However, the enzyme does not appear to be necessary for the establishment of a chronic inflammatory response.

iNOS expression is required for airway mucus hypersecretion and production of IL-5 and IL-13 upon acute, but not chronic, exposure to OVA

Hyperproduction of mucus by goblet cells is an important feature of asthma-associated airway inflammation that has been correlated with the production of Th2 cytokines, namely IL-13 (for review, see Ref. 26). Recently, using poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1)−/− mice, we showed that iNOS may be required for full manifestation of mucus production upon OVA exposure (25). Fig. 2A and 2B show that iNOS gene deletion drastically reduced mucus production upon an acute challenge to OVA. Conversely, iNOS gene deletion exerted no decreasing effect on mucus production upon chronic exposure to OVA, suggesting that the enzyme may be dispensable for chronic inflammation.

A number of reports have provided evidence that support a critical role for IL-5 and IL-13 in mucus hypersecretion and lung remodeling during allergen-induced lung inflammation (for review,
Accordingly, we examined the effects of iNOS deletion on IL-5 and IL-13 production upon acute or chronic exposure to OVA. Fig. 2C and 2D show a significant elevation in the production of IL-5 and IL-13 (p, 0.01) upon both acute and chronic exposure to OVA in WT mice. Although IL-13 production was reduced to baseline and IL-5 to markedly lower levels in iNOS−/− mice upon an acute exposure to OVA, the levels of both cytokines remained high and unaffected when iNOS−/− mice were subjected to chronic exposure to the allergen. Fig. 2C and 2D also show that iNOS gene deletion failed to negatively affect IL-5 and IL-13 production as early as 3 wk of repeated exposure to OVA, suggesting that the inhibitory effect on these cytokines that was observed may be strictly associated with only an acute exposure to the allergen. These results are consistent with the effect of iNOS gene deletion on eosinophilia mucus production. It is important to note that although iNOS seems to be dispensable for allergen-induced chronic inflammation, given the complexity of allergen-induced airway inflammation, these results do not categorically rule out a potential contribution for this enzyme in all aspects of chronic airway inflammation.

Expression of iNOS may play a crucial role in lung fibrosis and TGF-β expression upon chronic exposure to OVA

Collagen deposition is a hallmark of lung remodeling upon chronic exposure to allergens. Given the observation that iNOS gene deletion neither blocked airway inflammation nor reduced mucus production upon chronic exposure to OVA, we wished to examine whether a similar trend was also evident in pulmonary fibrosis. Fig. 3A and 3B show that chronic OVA challenge induced substantial and significant collagen deposition in lungs of WT mice. Surprisingly, such collagen deposition was significantly less in iNOS−/− mice subjected to similar repeated exposures to OVA. Collagen deposition was not noticeable in either WT or iNOS−/− mice subjected to acute OVA exposure compared with their respective controls (data not shown). These results imply that iNOS may play a critical role in promoting collagen deposition after the establishment of inflammation. More importantly, these results suggest that the production of IL-13 was insufficient to promote collagen deposition and accumulation upon repeated exposures to OVA.

The role of TGF-β in lung fibrosis is well established in a number of respiratory pathologies including asthma (28). To determine whether the lack of collagen deposition in lungs of iNOS−/− mice that were chronically exposed to OVA was associated with reduced levels of TGF-β, lung sections were subjected to immunohistochemical analysis with Abs against the cytokine. Fig. 3C shows that although lung sections from OVA-challenged WT mice displayed pronounced and widespread TGF-β immunoreactivity, those from OVA-challenged iNOS−/− mice exhibited very little TGF-β immunoreactivity, suggesting a potential role for iNOS in the process leading to TGF-β production and that the lack of lung fibrosis may be due, in part, to reduced levels of TGF-β independently of IL-13.

**FIGURE 1.** Differential effects of iNOS gene deletion during airway inflammation in response to acute or chronic exposure to OVA in mice. C57BL/6J WT or C57BL/6J iNOS−/− mice were subjected to the acute or the chronic challenge protocol or left untreated; mice were sacrificed 48 h after the last challenge. Lungs were either subjected to BAL (A and B) or formalin fixation (C). A and B. Cells of BAL fluids were differentially stained, and total, Eos, MQ, and Neut were counted. Data are expressed as total number of cells per mouse. Data are means ± SD of values from at least six mice per group. C, H&E stain of lung sections from the different experimental groups; scale bars, 4 μm. Original magnification ×20. Arrows indicate sites of inflammation. *Difference from unchallenged mice, p < 0.01; #difference from WT mice challenged with OVA, p < 0.01. Eos, eosinophils; MQ, macrophages; Neut, neutrophils.
To determine whether iNOS plays a direct role in the pathway leading to TGF-β gene expression, we examined whether iNOS gene deletion negatively affects expression of the cytokine in an in vitro system using LSMCs derived from WT or iNOS−/− mice with broad (PMA) or specific inducers (TNF with or without IL-13) of TGF-β. LSMCs were treated with the inducers for at least 12 h to allow iNOS expression to occur in WT cells (data not shown), after which TGF-β expression was assessed by RT-PCR. Fig. 3D shows that TGF-β expression induced by PMA or TNF alone or in combination with IL-13 was unaffected by iNOS gene deletion in treated LSMCs (Fig. 3D), suggesting that iNOS may not play a crucial role in TGF-β expression. In contrast, whereas PMA did not cause an increase in Col-1 expression, deletion of iNOS moderately reduced Col-1 expression (Fig. 3E). Altogether, these results suggest that iNOS may not directly control expression of TGF-β but appears to be relatively important for maintaining homeostasis of Col-1 in lung tissue.

The protective effect of iNOS gene deletion against chronic OVA exposure-mediated lung fibrosis is associated with a severe reduction in TIMP-2 expression

The lack of a regulatory effect on TGF-β and the moderate reducing effect on Col-1 synthesis by iNOS gene deletion did not explain the severe reduction in collagen deposition in iNOS−/− mice under the chronic protocol. Thus, we surmised that the observed effect might be associated predominantly with alteration in factors necessary for tissue matrix homeostasis, namely MMPs and TIMPs. Fig. 4A shows that chronic OVA exposure was associated with an increase in the native and the active forms of MMP-2 and MMP-9 in lung tissue of WT mice as assessed by zymography. It is noteworthy that the increase in active MMP-2 was much more pronounced in this experimental group. Interestingly, although the active forms of MMP-2 and MMP-9 in lung tissues of OVA-challenged iNOS−/− mice exhibited little to no change, the increase in the native form of MMP-9 was substantial as compared with that detected in the WT counterparts.

Although these results show an association between iNOS gene deletion and elevation of MMP-2 and MMP-9 expression but not their respective activation, these results do not provide a clear explanation for the prevention or blockage of collagen deposition in lungs of chronically OVA-exposed iNOS−/− mice. Accordingly, we examined the effect of iNOS gene deletion on the fate of TIMPs, endogenous physiological inhibitors of MMPs that tightly regulate the proteolytic potential of these proteases (29). TIMP-2, a member of the small TIMP family, specifically inhibits both active and latent forms of MMPs (29). Further, the expression status of this inhibitor mirrors several pathological situations, including lung remodeling (30). An examination of the fate of TIMP-2 in the different experimental groups revealed that OVA challenge induced a substantial amount of TIMP-2 in the lungs of WT animals, whereas such an increase was largely absent in the iNOS counterparts (Fig. 4B). The defect in TIMP-2 expression appeared to be direct, because induction of this protein was markedly reduced in primary iNOS−/− LSMCs upon exposure to LPS (Fig. 4C).

To fully confirm the involvement of iNOS and its byproducts in the process of TIMP-2 expression, we tested the hypothesis that if ONOO− mediates of TIMP-2 expression, then a re-establishment of TIMP-2 expression may be achieved by direct treatment of iNOS−/− LSMCs with the reactive nitrogen species. The expression of TIMP-2 in LPS-treated WT cells and lack thereof in LPS-treated iNOS−/− cells coincided with the levels of nitrosative stress as assessed by immunoblot analysis with Abs to nitrotyrosine (Fig. 4D). Fig. 4Ea shows that ONOO− treatment induced a similar time-dependent increase in TIMP-2 accumulation in both...
WT and iNOS−/− LSMCs, strengthening the potential connection between iNOS and TIMP-2 expression. This notion was further supported by the ability of the NO donor SNAP to re-establish TIMP-2 expression in iNOS−/− LSMCs upon LPS treatment (Fig. 4Eb). The severe reduction in TIMP-2 expression upon LPS treatment (Fig. 4F) and its reversal by ONOO− (Fig. 4G) were also observed in primary fibroblasts derived from lungs of iNOS−/− mice as compared with the WT counterparts. Altogether, these results strongly suggest that the lack of a robust deposition of collagen in the lungs of iNOS−/− mice upon chronic OVA challenge may be related to a continuous and uninhibited MMP activity because of the compromised expression of TIMP-2 in these tissues as a result of iNOS gene deletion. Such an iNOS–TIMP-2 link may provide an explanation to the protective effect of iNOS knockout against pulmonary fibrosis, but it does not, however, shed any light on the persistence of inflammation and mucus production.

Persistence of mucus production and inflammation is associated with extensive oxidative DNA damage and PARP-1 activation in lung tissue of chronically OVA-exposed iNOS−/− mice

We recently showed that iNOS gene deletion completely blocked oxidative DNA damage, as assessed by 8-oxo-dG immunoreactivity, in lungs of mice that were subjected to an acute exposure to OVA (31). It is noteworthy that oxidative DNA damage, such as the formation of 8-oxo-dG, is being increasingly associated with iNOS enzymatic activity in conditions other than allergen-induced inflammation (32–34). Interestingly, iNOS gene deletion was accompanied by only a moderate reduction in oxidative DNA damage upon chronic exposure to OVA (Fig. 5A), which may suggest that iNOS expression may be an important but not the sole participant in mediating oxidative DNA damage upon chronic exposure to allergens. Indeed, an assessment of nitrotyrosine immunoreactivity revealed that iNOS gene deletion resulted in severely reduced protein nitration upon chronic exposure to OVA as compared with signals in WT counterparts, but not a complete block (Fig. 5B). The low level of protein nitration observed in OVA-challenged iNOS−/− mice may be due to activities of reactive nitrogen species-generating enzymes other than iNOS.

As previously reported by us, the occurrence of protein nitration and oxidative DNA damage was accompanied by PARP-1 activation in an acute model of asthma (31). To determine whether the presence of oxidative DNA damage in lungs of OVA-challenged iNOS−/− mice coincided with PARP-1 activation, we subjected lung sections from the different experimental groups to IHC with Abs to the PAR moiety of PARP-1-modified proteins. PAR immunoreactivity in lung sections of OVA-challenged iNOS−/− mice was similar to that observed in the WT counterparts (Fig. 5C). Altogether, these results suggest that the persistence of oxidative DNA damage and PARP-1 activation may be important participants in the process leading to recruitment of inflammatory cells and mucus production in lungs OVA-challenged of iNOS−/− mice.

FIGURE 3. Expression of iNOS may play a crucial role in lung fibrosis and TGF-β expression upon chronic exposure to OVA. A, Trichrome staining of lung sections from the different experimental groups. Scale bars, 4 μm. Original magnification ×20. B, Assessment of collagen deposition as described in Materials and Methods. C, Lung sections from the different experimental groups were subjected to IHC staining with Abs to mouse TGF-β. Original magnification ×20. D, WT or iNOS−/− LSMCs were treated with 20 ng/ml PMA for 12 or 24 h or with 20 ng/ml TNF, 20 ng/ml IL-13, or a combination of TNF or IL-13 for 12 h. Total RNA was subjected to RT-PCR for TGF-β1 using specific primers. E, RNA isolated from PMA-treated LSMCs was subjected to RT-PCR for Col-1 using specific primers. β-actin was used as an internal control for the PCR reactions. *Difference from respective untreated mice, p < 0.01; #difference from WT mice subjected to the chronic protocol, p < 0.01.
**FIGURE 4.** Effects of iNOS gene deletion on MMP-2/-9 expression and activity and TIMP-2 expression. Lung extracts (50 μg) from WT or iNOS−/− mice (n = 4) that were subjected to the chronic protocol or left untreated were subjected to zymography and visualized by Coomassie blue staining (A) or subjected to immunoblot analysis with Abs to TIMP-2 or actin (B). Asterisk (*) indicates a nonspecific band that remained after blot stripping. C, WT or iNOS−/− LSMCs were treated with 1 μg/ml LPS for 6, 12, or 24 h. Protein extracts were subjected to immunoblot analysis with Abs to TIMP-2, iNOS, or actin. D, Cells were treated with LPS for 24 h, after which protein extracts were subjected to immunoblot analysis with Abs to nitrotyrosine, TIMP-2, iNOS, or actin. Ea, Cells were treated with 10 μM ONOO−, after which protein extracts were subjected to immunoblot analysis with Abs to TIMP-2 or actin. Eb, Cells were treated with LPS in the presence or absence of 10 μM SNAP for 24, or 48 h, after which protein extracts were subjected to immunoblot analysis with Abs to TIMP-2 or actin. F, MLFs derived from WT or iNOS−/− mice were treated with 1 μg/ml LPS for 12 or 24 h, after which protein extracts were subjected to immunoblot analysis with Abs to TIMP-2, iNOS, or actin. G, WT or iNOS−/− MLFs were treated with 10 μM ONOO− for 48 h or left untreated, after which protein extracts were subjected to immunoblot analysis with Abs to TIMP-2 or actin. MLFs, primary lung fibroblasts.

**FIGURE 5.** Immunoblot analysis of arginase activity in lung extracts from the different experimental groups revealed that iNOS gene deletion did not affect the overall arginase activity upon chronic exposure to OVA as measured by conversion of L-arginine to L-ornithine (Fig. 6D) or to urea (Fig. 6D), which suggests that the iNOS gene deletion-associated dramatic increase in arginase-2 did not influence the overall tissue activity of these enzymes. Altogether, these results suggest that the high and persistent levels of arginase activity in the lungs of mice that were chronically exposed to OVA may be the source for oxidative tissue damage detected in the iNOS−/− mice and may be the underlying cause for the inability of iNOS gene deletion to exert a protective effect upon chronic exposure to OVA in our experimental model.

**Discussion**

The exact role of iNOS in allergic airway inflammation remains elusive despite the continuous and increasing body of evidence pertaining to its potential function. Many conflicting reports have described critical and dispensable roles of iNOS in the pathogenesis of the disease using both experimental models as well as human subjects [reviewed elegantly by Mathrani et al. (13)]. These conflicting findings were complicated even more after the recent clinical study by Singh et al. (17) reporting that selective inhibition of iNOS neither blocked airway inflammation nor improved airway hyperresponsiveness after allergen challenge in subjects with asthma despite its ability to effectively reduce exhaled breath NO levels. We recently showed that iNOS may be required for oxida-
Chronic allergic inflammation. Accordingly, NO and/or its byproducts in blocking allergen-induced inflammation in humans. Given the intricacies of the role of iNOS, we surmised that the function of the protein may be context dependent and play different roles during acute versus chronic inflammation.

The results of our study show that iNOS deletion was associated with reduction in eosinophilia and blockage of mucus and IL-13 production upon an acute exposure to OVA. Such protective effects were completely abolished upon repeated exposure to the allergen, suggesting completely different roles for iNOS during acute and chronic allergic inflammation. Accordingly, NO and/or its byproducts may function as initiators of the allergic inflammatory response. Essentially, reduced levels of NO would delay the onset of allergic symptoms. Such dispensability may explain the difference in the responses of iNOS−/− mice to the acute versus chronic exposure to OVA. Indeed, very recently, Brahmacari and Pahan (36) reported that suppression of regulatory T cells by IL-12p40 can be mediated by NO. Of note, the role of these T cells in controlling allergic diseases, such as asthma, is well established (37). Additionally, NO production and nitrotyrosine formation were reported to affect the Ag presentation and modulate the immune response (38).

The finding that iNOS and its byproduct ONOO− may play a crucial role in lung fibrosis was rather interesting, especially because such protection occurred in the presence of inflammation and persistent IL-13 production. It appears that the role of iNOS in lung fibrosis may be linked to TIMP-2 expression and persistent MMP-2/9 activity that would continuously degrade the collagen that may be produced as a result of inflammation. Our results suggest that iNOS is involved, through its byproduct ONOO−, in the regulation of TIMP-2 expression. The protective effect of iNOS knockout against OVA-induced lung fibrosis also was associated with a severe reduction in TGF-β. Surprisingly, this effect did not seem to be direct, as revealed by our in vitro studies using primary LSMCs. Although the iNOS–TIMP-2 link may explain the protective effect of iNOS knockout against lung fibrosis, it does not explain the persistence of inflammation and mucus production. Immunohistochemical analysis of lung sections from chronically OVA-exposed iNOS−/− mice revealed evidence of residual but significant nitrotyrosine immunoreactivity, which indicates that oxidative DNA damage also may be present in these tissues. Indeed, prevalent oxidative DNA damage was observed that coincided with substantial PARP-1 activation. Such tissue damage, concomitant inflammation, and mucus hypersecretion may be the result of substantial expression and activity of arginase-1 and arginase-2 in the lungs of iNOS−/− mice. At present, it is unclear how iNOS gene deletion could be associated with a differential effect on the expression of arginase-1 and arginase-2. Although the effect of iNOS gene deletion on arginase-2 is well in keeping with that reported by Last’s group (12) using a shorter chronic exposure protocol, the increase in arginase-1 observed by this group was not apparent in our model. This discrepancy may be attributed to the difference in the duration of the chronic exposure protocol. It is important to note that despite the effect of iNOS gene deletion on the expression of arginases, the overall catalytic activity of these enzymes was not affected. A beneficial potential of arginase inhibition by N (ω)-hydroxy-nor-L-arginine was recently demonstrated, as it significantly decreased airway hyperresponsiveness and eosinophilia upon a chronic exposure to OVA (12). Altogether, these results provide further evidence for the involvement of iNOS in allergen-induced pathology and may still preserve the potential of iNOS as a therapeutic target for the treatment of some asthma-related symptoms.

The protective effect of iNOS gene knockout against airway inflammatory traits induced by an acute exposure to an allergen is consistent with numerous reports using either genetic or pharmacological inhibition of iNOS (reviewed in Ref. 13). The mechanism by which iNOS inhibition protects against acute inflammation may be associated with the prevention of NO overproduction and its conversion into ONOO−. However, asthma is a chronic inflammatory disease, and an acute effect may not be sufficient to dampen or block the symptoms of the disease. In terms of inflammation, our finding that the inability of iNOS gene
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knockout to be protective against airway inflammatory cell recruitment and mucus hypersecretion upon repeated exposure to OVA is consistent with that reported by Last’s group (13). Our results are also consistent with the effect of a selective iNOS inhibitor in human asthma, because the drug did not block airway inflammation (17). Interestingly, however, Kenyon et al. (39) reported that iNOS−/− mice are more susceptible to both inflammation and fibrosis using an exposure protocol (4–10 wk) in which inflammation appears to be driven primarily by macrophages. In our chronic OVA exposure model, eosinophilia was persistent, with clear production of IL-5 and IL-13, collagen deposition, and mucus production, which is consistent with the traits reported by numerous groups (40–43) using C57BL/6 mice under protocols comparable to ours.

Airway inflammation may not be sufficient for airway remodeling, as iNOS gene deletion failed to block the infiltration of inflammatory cells and mucus production but severely abrogated the deposition of collagen in the chronic model. The absence of clear lung fibrosis in chronically OVA-challenged iNOS−/− mice was evident even in the presence substantial levels of oxidative DNA damage, PARP-1 activation, and arginases. Further, IL-13 has always been associated with allergic airway inflammation by promoting both mucus hypersecretion and remodeling (44). Our results show that IL-13 could not promote lung fibrosis in the absence of iNOS, and the mechanisms by which this cytokine induces mucus hypersecretion and collagen deposition may be completely distinct. These observations lend additional support to the notion that inflammation may not be a contributing factor in lung fibrosis [reviewed by Wilson and Wynn (45)]. Epithelial to mesenchymal transition is increasingly regarded as an important process contributing to lung fibrosis. Recently, several groups (46–50) showed that TGF-β may be a critical player in driving mesenchymal transition during airway inflammation. Interestingly, such transition was not inhibited by corticosteroid (50). It is tempting to speculate that the decrease in TGF-β expression observed in iNOS−/− mice that were chronically exposed to OVA is related to the markedly reduced manifestation of fibrosis in these mice compared with their WT counterparts.

It is well accepted that collagen deposition in a variety of tissues is tightly regulated by a delicate balance between MMPs and TIMPs. OVA challenge has been shown to increase expression of MMPs (51), as was observed in our model. Our results show that iNOS gene deletion appeared to increase expression of MMP-9 as compared with levels detected in the WT counterparts without actually increasing the abundance of the active form of the protease. Because NO was reported to possibly be required for the activation of MMP-9 in vitro (52) or in a cell culture system of airway epithelium wound healing (53), it is plausible that the increase in MMP-9 in iNOS−/− mice under the chronic protocol did not translate into an actual increase in active MMP-9 because of a lack in NO. Interestingly, iNOS gene deletion dramatically reduced the expression of TIMP-2, suggesting that the absence of the inhibitor may tilt the balance toward more MMP activity, thus promoting the degradation of matrix at a faster rate in the lungs of iNOS−/− mice as compared with the WT counterparts. The imbalance between TIMP-2 and MMP levels in the lungs of iNOS−/− mice may play a role in the improved lung function seen in iNOS−/− mice.

**FIGURE 6.** Effects of iNOS gene deletion on expression of arginase-1 and arginase-2 and overall arginase activity in lungs of chronically OVA-challenged mice. A, Lung extracts from WT or iNOS−/− mice (n = 8) under the chronic protocol were subjected to immunoblot analysis with Abs to arginase-1, arginase-2, or actin. B, Signals of the immunoblots were quantified using National Institutes of Health ImageJ software (Bethesda, MD). *Difference from respective untreated mice, p < 0.01; †difference from WT mice subjected to the chronic protocol, p < 0.01. Lung extracts (20 μg) from the different experimental groups were assayed for arginase activity by conversion of l-arginine to l-ornithine (C) or to urea (D). *Difference from respective untreated mice, p < 0.01.
mice under the chronic protocol may be both detrimental and benefi-
cial. Because MMP activity is crucial for the continuous establish-
ment of inflammation and recruitment of inflammatory cells, such
increased MMP activity may be a contributing factor for the per-
sistence of inflammation in the lungs of iNOS−/− mice. In contrast,
persistent inflammation may be an inducing factor for lung fibrosis,
and the absence of TIMP-2 may prevent the accumulation of col-
lagen deposits—hence, the protection against lung fibrosis by iNOS
gene knockout. We also provide evidence for a potential link be-
tween iNOS and TIMP-2 expression as the byproduct, ONOO−,
promoted expression of TIMP-2 in iNOS−/− SMCs. The mecha-
nism by which ONOO− induces TIMP-2 expression remains to be
determined; it may involve induction of a required transcription
factor for, or neutralization of a suppressor of, TIMP-2 gene
expression.

It is important to note that our results also reveal a novel rela-
tionship between iNOS and IL-13. What is known about this re-
lationship is that IL-13 exerts a modulatory effect on iNOS expression (54).
However, our results show that iNOS is required for IL-13 expression upon an acute exposure to OVA. This rela-
tionship may involve ONOO− because this radical has been
shown to induce expression of other interleukins in the lung
(55) as well as in cell culture systems (56). The reason behind the
disappearance of the requirement for iNOS for IL-13 expres-
sion upon chronic exposure to OVA is unclear. Furthermore, the
persistent production of IL-13 may explain the full manifestation
of mucus production in chronically OVA-challenged iNOS−/−
mice. The strong relationship between mucus hypersecretion and
IL-13 was established by the fact that such a pathological event is
attenuated in mice lacking IL-13 (57). Thus, one could speculate
that the small but persistent levels of protein nitration, oxidative
da damage, and PARP-1 activation detected in the chronic
model may be contributing factors. The presence of these levels
of protein nitration and oxidative DNA damage may be reminis-
cent of a low level of NO-producing activity, such as that mediated
by the other isoforms of NOS. An important question presents itself:
if a small amount of NO was produced in OVA-challenged
iNOS−/− mice, how did it become a source for reactive nitrogen
species, resulting in protein nitration and oxidative DNA damage?
Recently, L-arginine deficiency a result of arginase activity was
associated with increased formation of ONOO− (35), ultimately
participating in allergen-induced airway inflammation as well as
hyperresponsiveness. Our results suggest that the high levels of
arginase activity in the lungs of iNOS−/− mice under the chronic
protocol may be the source of oxidative tissue damage detected in
these mice and may be the underlying cause for the inability of
iNOS gene deletion to exert a protective effect upon chronic ex-
posure to OVA in our experimental model. Interestingly, in pioneering
work by Janssen-Heiniger’s group (9, 58), pharmacological inhibi-
tion of arginases was associated with an increase in S-nitrosylated
and nitrated proteins possibly through availability of a larger pool
of L-arginine to iNOS upon exposure to allergen. Such an increase in
nitrosative stress was reported to lead to enhanced activation of
NF-κB and subsequent increase in NF-κB–dependent gene
expression.

Taken together, our results support the existence of an impor-
tant role for iNOS in asthma pathogenesis, and continuing efforts to
investigate the exact role of iNOS in lung inflammation and fibrosis
may provide a clearer view on how to use iNOS as a therapeutic
target. Possible approaches may not block inflammation but rather
prevent lung fibrosis, a critical aspect of asthma.
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